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Abstract: Throughflow calculations are still an inevitable step in the aerodynamic design of compressors. The viscous 

throughflow model derived from Navier-Stokes equations can be more capable in predicting choked flow and capturing shock 

waves compared to the traditional methods. In this paper, authors further developed the inviscid model for a previously 

developed throughflow analysis method. To obtain the governing equations, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations 

combined with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model were circumferentially averaged with the assumption that the flow was 

circumferentially uniform. A viscous blade force and an inviscid blade force had been calculated. The Miller's correlations of 

deviation angle and loss were incorporated to model these forces. The governing equations are discretized by an explicit four-

step Runge-Kutta scheme and solved by a time-marching finite volume method. Current model was verified through predicting 

the performances of a 1.5 stage fan. The agreements between the experiments and calculations are reasonably good. This 

throughflow model can predict quite similar flow patterns and radial profiles of some parameters compared to a CFD software, 

which shows the potential of this model. There are still some notable deviations between the results from throughflow analysis 

and that from CFD calculation. Future work is to improve the prediction of deviation angle and loss near the endwall regions. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the precision of Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) method has been largely improved, and the rapid 

growth of computing capability makes it much less time-

consuming to perform complex CFD analysis. Therefore, 

CFD analysis begins to play a more important role in the 

aerodynamic design of compressors. However, the 

throughflow calculation is still the base of the whole design 

process, as a crucial step during the preliminary design stage. 

The throughflow method is utilized to determine the velocity 

triangles and predict the meridional flow fields of the 

compressor. A well-developed, high-precision throughflow 

model facilitates the design by remarkably reducing the 

iterative steps during the design process. 

The streamline curvature method, for instance, is one of 

the most common and effective approaches in the 

aerodynamic design of turbomachinery [1, 2]. Spurr then 

proposed a throughflow model by circumferentially 

averaging Navier-Stokes equations [3]. This model can 

predict the choked flow, capture shock waves in blade 

passages, and cope with subsonic or supersonic flows. 

Therefore, such viscous throughflow methods can be more 

powerful compared to traditional streamline curvature 

method, and merits continues development. 

In this paper, the author also presents a viscous 

throughflow model. Firstly, the approach to obtain governing 

equations is described. The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 

equations combined with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 

model were circumferentially averaged with the assumption 

that the flow was circumferentially uniform. Next, the 

inviscid blade force and viscous blade force models used in 

this throughflow model are briefly described. Subsequently, 

the numerical method to solve the governing equations are 
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also presented. Finally, this throughflow model is applied to 

predict the performance of an advanced transonic fan, and 

comparisons among several methods are made. 

2. Throughflow Model 

2.1. Governing Equations 

The governing equations of the throughflow model in the 

relative frame of reference are formulated as follows: 
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where the conservative variable vector U , convective flux 

vector F , vF , G  and vG , source vector S , inviscid blade 

force BF  and viscous blade force FF  are defined as follows. 
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The term b is a blockage factor due to the circumferential 

blade thickness and takes the form 

1
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where ( )p sϕ ϕ−  represents the circumferential blade 

thickness, and N  is the number of blades. S
tb

denotes the 

source term of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model and the 

details can be seen in [4]. 
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The above system of equations can be obtained by 

circumferentially averaging the Navier-Stokes equations 

combined with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model 

equation, and neglecting the circumferentially non-uniform 

terms [5, 6]. 

2.2. Inviscid Blade Force and Viscous Blade Force Models 

The inviscid and viscous blade forces are responsible for 

the flow deflection and losses respectively, and thus need to 

be modeled. 

One of the key elements of this throughflow model is the 

inviscid blade force term. The most widely used approach to 

model the force is to treat it as an additional time-dependent 

unknown. Several equations suitable for direct or inverse 

problems been proposed to model the inviscid blade force [7-

9]. However, solving these equations often suffers from 

convergence issues, particularly, when an inappropriate 

relaxation factor is specified. Therefore, this model 

incorporates a variant of the large-particle method [10, 11] to 

avoid convergence problems. 

This method splits one time step into two sub-steps. In the 

first sub-step, the momentum equations are solved without 

the inviscid blade force terms, which means the effects 

caused by the inviscid blade force in the momentum 

equations are neglected. In the final sub-step, only the effects 

caused by the inviscid blade force are taken into account in 

the momentum equations. It means that the component of the 

momentum, which is normal to the average stream surface, 

takes a nonzero value at the first sub-step, then it will acquire 

a zero value at the second sub-step due to the drive effects of 

the inviscid blade force. This method can be expressed as the 

following equation, 

( ) ( ) ( )( 2) (1) (1)w w n w nρ ρ ρ = − ⋅
 

� � � � �                      (4) 

where ( ) (1)wρ � is the momentum computed in the first sub-step, 

( ) ( 2)wρ � is the final momentum at the end of this time step, 

and n is the normal vector for the average stream surface.  

The viscous blade force is related to the blade wall skin 

friction effects on the passage flow. And it can be modeled by 

the distributed loss model [12]. And the final expression of 

the viscous blade force is formulated by 

m
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where mw is the meridional velocity, m  is the meridional 

coordinate, and 
s

m

∂
∂

 is the gradient of the entropy along the 

meridional coordinate. Deviation angle and loss are needed 

both in the inviscid blade force and viscous blade force 

models. The Miller’s correlations [13-15] for deviation angle 

and loss are used in the blade force models. The details of the 

inviscid blade force and viscous blade force models can be 

seen in the author’s previous work [16]. 
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3. Numerical Methods 

Governing equations are solved by the time-marching 

finite volume method. The Edwards’ LDFSS scheme is used 

to discretize the convective fluxes. The details of the 

Edwards’ LDFSS scheme can be referred in [17]. An explicit 

four-step Runge-Kutta scheme is utilized after the spatial 

discretization [18]. Total pressure, total temperature and 

velocity direction are specified as inlet boundary conditions. 

Static pressure is specified as the outlet boundary condition. 

The no-slip condition is applied at solid boundaries. The 

detailed solving process to the governing equations are 

described in the author’s previous work [16]. 

4. Results 

 

Figure 1. Computational gird of ATS-2 for Euler throughflow calculation. 

 

Figure 2. Computational gird of ATS-2 for N-S throughflow calculation. 

This throughflow model has been applied to predict the 

performance of a transonic fan, ATS-2. ATS-2 is an advanced 

1.5 stage fan which features a high loading, low aspect ratios 

and complex three-dimensional swept shapes. To make 

comparisons, a previously developed inviscid (Euler) 

throughflow model and a 3D CFD software are also used to 

predict the performance. The computational meshes for Euler 

and N-S throughflow calculations are shown in Figure 1 and 

Figure 2 respectively. The former one is consisted of 111×21 

grid points, 26×21 of which are in the IGV domain, 30×21 of 

which are in the rotor domain, and the rest are in the stator 

domain. The mesh for N-S calculation has the same grid 

points in the axial direction, but the grid points near the 

endwall region have been fined in radial direction. The 

Carter’s rule is applied to determine the deviation angle in 

the throughflow calculation. The 3D CFD calculation is 

performed through the Numeca software with the Spalart-

Allmaras turbulence model, which is also used in the N-S 

throughflow analysis. 

Table 1 shows the overall performance predicted by the 

Euler throughflow model, N-S throughflow model and 

Numeca software. The experiment data are also presented in 

the table. Overall, the throughflow models provide good 

precision in predicting aerodynamic performance, compared 

to the experiment data. In terms of the mass flow, all the 

throughflow models and Numeca software anticipate a lower 

value compared to the experiment data. Regarding the total 

pressure ratio, Euler throughflow model gives the highest 

value among all the methods. However, the adiabatic 

efficiency obtained from N-S throughflow calculation is the 

lowest, while the efficiency from the experiment data is the 

highest. The reason why N-S throughflow model predicts 

lower mass flow, pressure ratio, adiabatic efficiency than 

Euler throughflow does is that N-S throughflow models the 

blockage effects caused by annulus boundary layer. 

Table 1. Comparison of global performances of ATS-2 at near design condition. 

Method 
Overall performance 

Mass flow (kg/s) Total pressure ratio Adiabatic efficiency  

Euler throughflow 26.112 2.2276 0.8723 

N-S throughflow 25.914 2.2168 0.8568 

NUMMECA 25.471 2.2074 0.8673 

Experiment 26.710 2.1990 0.8778 

 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the relative Mach number 

contours of the meridional plane from the Euler and N-S 

throughflow model at the aerodynamic design point, and 

Figure 5 is the contours of circumferentially averaged 

relative Mach number from the 3D CFD analysis. It is 

notable that the contours of the relative Mach number in 

Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 have quite similar patterns. 

However, there still are some discrepancies among these 

three figures. 

The dense contours in Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicate that a 

shock is captured near the leading edge of the rotor, resulting 

high gradients of Mach number, but the gradients are much 

lower in Figure 5 at the same position. Similar contour lines 

can be found in the stator domain in Figure 3 and 4, which 

shows the rapid acceleration downstream the leading edge, 

this effect is less obvious in Figure 5. In Figure 4, there are 

regions with low Mach number near the lower and upper 

endwall, which shows the effects of annulus boundary layer. 

There is also a low Mach number region near the tip of the 

rotor in Figure 5, which demonstrates the effect of the tip 

leakage flow. Although both the Euler and N-S throughflow 

models do not incorporate such a clearance model, the 

throughflow model can provide a relatively reasonable 

meridional flow filed and reveal the major physical features 

of the flow. 

As the experiment data measured at stator leading edge are 
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not available, comparisons of radial profiles could only be 

performed between the throughflow calculation and the 3D 

CFD computation. Figure 6 shows the radial profiles of the 

total pressure recovery coefficient of the IGV. The profile 

predicted by Euler and N-S throughflow solutions agree well 

with that obtained from 3D CFD result along the entire blade 

span except the near-endwall regions, where both throughflow 

calculations predict a higher loss than 3D CFD calculation 

does. Furthermore, the N-S throughflow solution agrees much 

better with the 3D viscous result than Euler throughflow 

solution in tip region, which demonstrates the advantage of the 

viscous throughflow model. 

 

Figure 3. Contours of the relative Mach number calculated by the Euler 

throughflow model. 

 

Figure 4. Contours of the relative Mach number calculated by the N-S 

throughflow model. 

 

Figure 5. Contours of the 3D circumferentially averaged relative Mach 

number. 

Figure 7 to Figure 9 show the radial profiles of the total 

pressure ratio, total temperature ratio and the outlet relative 

flow angle of the rotor. Both two throughflow methods 

predict a higher pressure ratio in the region above 60% span 

and a lower pressure ratio in the region under 40% span than 

3D CFD method does. The pressure ratio calculated by N-S 

throughflow model is higher in near tip region and lower in 

near hub region compared to the result from Euler 

throughflow model. 

Figure 8 shows that N-S throughflow overestimates 

temperature ratio in the near tip region, and Figure 9 

indicates that the deviation angle is overestimated in the 

region under 20% span and underestimated in the region 

above 40% span by both Euler and N-S throughflow methods. 

There are close connections between the deviation angle and 

the work done by the rotor, and the underestimation of 

deviation angle is therefore one of the major reasons why both 

throughflow models predict a higher total temperature ratio 

and total pressure ratio. Another reason is that throughflow 

models do not incorporate leakage effects of tip clearance. 

 

Figure 6. Total pressure recovery coefficient of the IGV. 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 compare the radial profiles of 

the total pressure recovery coefficient and the outlet flow 

angle of the stator respectively. Results of Euler and N-S 

throughflow methods are almost the same along the whole 

span except hub and tip region. The N-S throughflow model 

predicts much lower pressure recovery coefficient in hub 

and tip region, which clearly shows the effect of annulus 

boundary layer. Figure 10 shows that result of N-S 

throughflow method is almost the same as the result of 3D 

CFD calculation in hub region, and then begins to diverge 

where the span is above 20%. There is little difference 

between the outlet absolute flow angle predicted by Euler 

throughflow and N-S throughflow method, both are close to 

3D CFD results. 

 

Figure 7. Total pressure ratio of the rotor. 
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Figure 8. Total temperature ratio of the rotor. 

 

Figure 9. Relative flow angle at the outlet of the rotor. 

 

Figure 10. Total pressure recovery coefficient of the stator. 

 

Figure 11. Absolute flow angle at the outlet of the stator. 

5. Conclusions 

A new viscous throughflow model has been developed 

based on a previous inviscid throughflow model. The 

governing equations are derived by circumferentially 

averaging Navier-Stokes equations combined with the 

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. These equations are 

solved by a time-marching finite volume method. 

To validate this model, this new throughflow model is 

then applied to predict the performance of a 1.5 stage fan, 

and the predicted performance is compared to the 

experiment data. The meridional flow field and radial 

profiles generated by this model are also compared with 

those obtained through Numeca software. 

The agreements between throughflow analysis and 

experiment data are reasonably good. The throughflow 

model can predict quite similar flow patterns and radial 

distributions of some parameters compared to Numeca 

software, which means that this throughflow model can 

reveal the major physical features of the flow. However, 

there are noticeable differences in values, despite the 

similar radial distribution. The further step is to improve 

the accuracy of loss and deviation angle prediction. 

Nomenclatures 

, ,x r ϕ
 Axial, radial and circumferential coordinates 

ρ
 Density 

p
 Pressure 

T  Temperature 

w  Relative velocity 

E  Total internal energy 

H  Total enthalpy 

νɶ  Solution variable in S-A turbulence model 

b  Blockage factor 

N  Number of blades 

ω  Rotating speed 

U  Vector of conservative variables 

F , vF , G , vG  Vectors of convective fluxes 

S  Vector of source terms 

bF
 Inviscid blade force 

FF
 Viscous blade force 

n  Unit normal vector 

ijτ  Viscous stress 

,x rq q
 Heat flux 

Subscripts  

, ,x r ϕ
 Axial, radial and circumferential coordinates 

p
 Pressure surface 

s  Suction surface 

B  Inviscid blade force 

F  Viscous blade force 

tb Turbulence model 
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